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Abstract—Aggressive memory-level-parallelism techniques have provided significant performance gain in Distributed Share Memory Designs. In this paper, we reevaluate speculative memory ordering in the context of Chip Multi-Processors (CMPs) and power-limited computation. We evaluate relative performance between Sequential Consistency, Total Store Order and Relaxed Memory Order on a selection of modern workloads to predict the performance of the ARM weakly consistent memory model.
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I. PROBLEM DEFINITION AND MOTIVATION
Memory accesses are a key factor in performance in modern multiprocessor systems. Because of their inherent serial nature, store operations degrade parallelism. Hardware techniques have been proposed to alleviate this problem, however, the solutions largely concentrate on Distributed-Shared Memory (DSM) server systems, and research on embedded systems are rare, not mentioning the cross study in between.

Recent advances in embedded processors have made their energy efficiency and growing computing power attractive for a number of reasons [11, 12, 14, 15, 16]. We argue that it is worth pursuing to study the performance benchmarks of memory consistency models in embedded systems and compare them with those of sever systems. We are particularly interested in the ARM Weakly Consistent Memory Model (ARM WCMM) because the wide applications of ARM processors in embedded systems make it as a representative case.

Recent research results have shown that speculative memory ordering techniques could outperform Relaxed Consistency (RC) with sufficient hardware support [3]. Since it is widely regarded that ARM WCMM can be classified within RC, we are interested in the results of comparing the performance of speculative memory ordering techniques with ARM WCMM and investigate the deviations compared with [3]. In particular, we would like to extend the basis this work to a more general setting, and form the foundation of the study of the effectiveness of speculative memory ordering within the framework of ARM WCMM.

The remainder of this paper is divided as follows. In section 2, we cover background information about memory ordering and make a survey of the work already done in this area. We describe our methodology in section 3 and present the parameters of our design in section 4. We expose our results in section 5 and conclude in section 6.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Memory ordering stalls have induced significant performance limitation in modern multiprocessor systems. Because of their inherent serial nature, store operations degrade parallelism, wasting computing power by letting processors wait for data to process. Hardware techniques have been proposed to alleviate this problem, however, they all rely on the assumption that the correctness of computing operations is guaranteed.

Today, programmers can choose a wide spectrum of memory consistency models. Depending on the model selected, memory ordering poses different challenges both to programmers and to system performance optimization. Sequential Consistency (SC) requires all memory accesses to be in the order specified by the compiler. This model is the most intuitive for programmers but it is also the most restrictive for performance improving mechanisms; Processor Consistency (PC) relieves the ordering constraints of load operations, but requires that stores follow the sequential order in the programs; Relaxed Consistency (RC) relieves all the ordering constraints, but depends on specialized fence (memory barrier) instructions to enforce memory ordering when it is needed. Conventionally, RC exhibits the best performance but deferred the synchronization burdens to the programmers.

The advances of hardware speculations techniques have changed the conventional memory ordering landscape [2]. It has been shown with sufficient hardware support (e.g. cache, lookup table, store buffer, etc.) SC with hardware speculation could perform as well as RC.

Recent study in speculative memory ordering have shown that with high-performance hardware speculation, PC could even outperform RC [3], essentially breaking the conventional wisdom that RC is necessary and sufficient to reach the best performance. The physical interpretation behind this remarkable result is that effective hardware speculation could eliminate the performance overheads of fence instructions, making one step further toward store-wait-free mechanisms.

More generally, performance-transparent memory ordering techniques have been proposed to provide speculative memory ordering for all memory consistency models (SC, PC, RC) [4]. The results have shown that speculative techniques are not restricted to any kinds of memory consistency models but could be implemented whenever performance improvement is
concerned.

Unfortunately, the advances of speculative memory ordering have been largely restricted to server systems. One possible explanation is that embedded systems in the past emphasize on energy efficiency rather than pursuing performance. Processors developed for embedded systems rely on limited energy resources – batteries, so that a more conservative approach to speculation is expected. Nevertheless, with the spread of smart hand-held systems, the computing power of embedded systems are growing and catching up with the server systems [11, 12]. Even more interestingly, the energy-efficient benefits of embedded processors are increasingly valued in modern computer systems as conventional server systems hit unprecedented power walls [14, 15, 16], and proposals for running server systems with embedded architectures are thriving [11, 12].

In this paper, we investigate ARM WCMM, and whether it would be useful for performance improvement in server systems. In particular, we are interested in the performance of ARM WCMM running server workloads in comparison with reported leading speculative memory consistency models for server systems. The results of this study might lead to improved understanding of the prospects of running server workloads with embedded processors [11, 12]. The progress of multiprocessors has led to slight different implementation of memory consistency models within the same class. Processor vendors such as Alpha, Intel, and Sun all implement their memory consistency models. As representative cases in this paper, we study conventional SC, Total Store Order (TSO, the SPARC version of PC) and Relaxed Memory Order (RMO, the SPARC flavor of RC) memory consistency models, and ARM WCMM of ARM multiprocessor platforms.

This study turns out to be less straightforward as it seems because the disclosure of detailed implementations of ARM WCMM is limited to open access. However, recent interests in the correctness of memory consistency implementations in multiprocessors have spurred some open research literature [5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. Critical reasoning of ARM WCMM [5, 6] has disclosed some interesting nature of ARM WCMM that is worth studying. More specifically, the possible realization of the observer model [5] in multiprocessor systems, and its performance impacts on memory ordering is of particular interests.

A large number of papers [1, 2, 3, 4] are dedicated to improving the performance of speculative memory ordering for server systems. However, the studies of such mechanisms for embedded systems are rare, and cross studies are even less common. We argue that this study is worthwhile for bridging the gap between server systems and embedded systems – both for energy efficiency and performance.

### III. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY

Using FLEXUS full-system simulator [13], we run timing simulation of CMPs for selected workloads with different memory consistency models, CPU classes and L2 access latency. The workloads are selected from representative server workloads (OLTP, Web, DSS) and emerging cloud workloads [18].

In the first stage, we simulate conventional memory consistency models (SC, TSO, RMO) and measure their performance in CMPs with aggressive cores. Particular analysis would be put on the comparative study of TSO and RMO, for this serves as one of our standpoints for further study. Then we increased shared L2 access latency to see if we could get results comparable to those published in [3] about DSM.

In the second stage, we focused on the behavior of simpler cores, both on server workloads to be compared to the results found in stage one and on emerging cloud workloads to see if there are fundamental differences induced by the memory-model used.

Implementation of ARM WCMM in FLEXUS simulator would require adding some code to the existing RMO mechanisms such that under ARM WCMM mode, the behavior is slightly different than the existing RMO model. This modification, however, will preserve all the benefits of the original implementations reported in [3] (correctness, RMW fence insertion), and only add necessary code for the exploration of ARM WCMM. For time reason, however, we did not implement this functionality.

The modification can be viewed as an extension to the existing FLEXUS 4.0 release, and would add an ARM WCMM model in the similar role of RMO in the FLEXUS simulator. For time reason, we left this to future work.

### IV. DESIGN PARAMETERS

We ran timing simulation on FLEXUS to explore the impact of different parameters, in this section we expose the details of our system.

**A. Workloads**

We used two classes of workloads: modern server workloads and emerging cloud workloads.

Our server workloads configuration is given in Table 1. Those workloads are comparable to the one used in [3] and are a representative subset of their category. Those six workloads can be broken down in tree categories: Online Translation Processing using well-known benchmark TPC-C on DB2 and Oracle database. Apache and Zeus workloads are canonical web server workloads. We used another well-recognized benchmark for Decision Support System type workloads known as TPC-H, we also selected Query 2 (scan dominated) and Query 17 (join dominated).
The Cloud workloads we used are studied in [18]. The setup used for those workloads is given in Table 2. WordCount uses the hadoop framework to implement Map-Reduce. Cloud9 is a simulation tool to find bugs in software. Nutch is a Web Search engine fed with data crawled from the public internet. Cassandra is a Data Serving application while Web09_bank is fulfilling the classical task of Web Frontend.

### B. System setup

We also used two different setups. Both are CMPs but while the first is using SUN SPARC III aggressive cores, the second is using more simple ARM Cortex-A15 cores.

System details are listed in Tables 3 and 4. The main differences are the size of the reorder buffer, the size of the store buffer and size of the caches. Also, the ARM cores are designed to run at a lower frequency than their SPARC counterparts. Both CMPs are using tiled mesh interconnect.

Both systems have 16 processors on a single chip.
V. Results

We developed our project in a two-step strategy, first we tried to reproduce the results published in [3] and more specifically the relationship in the performance between the different memory ordering mechanisms.

Then we tried to figure out how ARM WCMM would behave, based on the results obtained for RMO. We used both simple and more aggressive cores to see if WCMM is more suited for one class of processors.

A. Step one: reproducing ISCA 2007 results

Since the FLEXUS version we used, FLEXUS 4.0, did not support DSM systems simulation, we tried to simulate a CMPs system with increased latency to L2 cache. We ran our simulation with three different lookup latencies: 10, 50 and 100 cycles, hoping that the bigger the latency the closer we would get to a DSM behavior. We encountered a problem with Zeus workload that could not be fixed before submitting this report, so the data for Zeus with latencies 50 and 100 are missing.

We show the graph published in [3] in figure 1 and the results we obtained in Figures 2 to 4. We were unable to get the same difference in the performance of SC, TSO and RMO. The results we obtained show a much smaller performance gain when using advanced memory ordering mechanism. Since we used similar workloads and system settings, we argue that there is a fundamental difference in using memory-level-parallelism in DSM and CMPs.

Our results show really little difference in performance between RMO and TSO. The advanced memory ordering schemes still provide better performance than SC, but again, the improvement here is not as big as the one shown in Figure 1.

Moreover, we have to notice that increasing L2 latency did not show the effect we were expecting, reducing the gap between SC, TSO and RMO even more.

According to these results, we draw the conclusion that ARM WCMM model would be unable to demonstrate significant performance improvement when using aggressive cores on CMPs.

Since ARM processors are less aggressive than the SPARC III we simulated in this phase, we were interested to see if using simpler cores in CMPs gives a better chance to ARM WCMM.

B. Step two: what would happen when using simpler cores?

Figure 5 shows the behavior of our server workloads when running on a simple core CMPs. We see right away that the performance gaps between SC, TSO, and RMO are more significant.

We also note that the improvement from RMO to TSO is bigger. We expect ARM WCMM to perform at least as well as RMO.

Those two observations give us a clue why ARM is providing a relaxed memory model. While negligible on aggressive cores, the gain of using a relaxed memory model becomes significant when applied to simpler cores.

We wanted to know if this trend was also true for emerging cloud workloads. We kept the same simulation environments and selected a set of cloud workloads from [18] to evaluate their performance under the three different memory ordering paradigms.

Figure 6 shows the results we obtained. The differences are even more significant in this type of workloads.

VI. Conclusion

In this study, we showed that RC brings little performance gain for aggressive CMPs but is non-negligible when using simpler CMPs.

Using relaxed memory models on current aggressive CMPs makes therefore little sense since it does not bring much performance gain. But the power wall is encouraging systems to adopt simpler cores for better power efficiency. So ARM WCMM might become an interesting option for performance improvement in power-efficient systems.

Nevertheless, we showed in our experiments that TSO only induced 3% ~ 6% performance penalties compared to RMO, making it an attractive choice for its simpler programming model and wide uses in existing software systems even without using complex and power-consuming speculation hardware.

![Figure 1: Execution time breakdown as published in [3] ISCA 2007](image)
Figure 2: aggressive cores, server workloads, regular L2 latency

Figure 3: aggressive cores, server workloads, 5x L2 latency

Figure 4: aggressive cores, server workloads, 10x L2 latency
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